


[Input to Draft Ordinance 927] 

Board of Supervisors of the County of Riverside 

Short Term Rentals (STRs) - Compensation            

To whom it may concern on the Board of Supervisors: 

Introduction:                   
This letter is to address my suggestion for compensation of short term rentals in Riverside County as it 
pertains to me and fellow rural property owners.  I have owned my 5 acre property in Riverside County 
for 36 years, and after personally clearing it of flammable material and grading/paving a road to satisfy 
fire regulations, did bring up water, tele, electricity and financing to [finally] build a house in 2007 that I 
call home today.  Each step of the way has been and is an uphill battle with a lot of blood, sweat & tears 
spent, but worth it, considering my pursuit of the American dream of home ownership with friendly and 
trustworthy neighbors who watch each other’s back.  

Some history:                   
One property adjacent to mine was an equestrian corral owned by a contractor who developed a heart 
condition that ended his business, resulting in a bank foreclosure on his corral.  A couple from Hemet 
who I will refer to as “leeches” bought the discounted foreclosed property, drilled a water well (in direct 
violation of water department rules, although protected by “the natural law” that water cannot be 
denied under federal law), tapped into the electrical transformer I built for my property (instead of the 
‘community’ pull-box a few feet away) and put up a pre-fab building called an “Airbnb”, essentially a 
motel.  Very long story shortened: when I built my house, the water department said they owned the 
water rights, requiring my neighbor and me to install 1500 foot of 8” water line (with fire hydrants) with 
the understanding that we would be reimbursed an appropriate portion of cost if any future property 
owner needed to tap into it {so much for water dept. rules}.  I personally built a 6 foot high stone 
masonry retaining wall into the side of a hill for an electric transformer that Edison promised me would 
be dedicated solely for my property {I have since learned my lesson about Edison}.  The ‘leeches’ are 
benefitting from the ‘post card’ effect of the paved road, utilities and development, with no 
compensation to those who gave it to them, nor regard for the unease caused by their transient 
tenants. 

Suggestions:                         
In agreeance with Ordinance 927, I  understand the concept of Short Term Rental ‘Airbnbs’, and believe 
they have their proper and beneficial place in society, but they don’t belong everywhere/anywhere, 
especially in single family home neighborhoods where people live to trust and depend on their 
neighbors for peace of mind.  I suggest [to add?] a “class system of criteria” that STRs are judged against 
before being allowed a license to operate, such as a scale from “1 to 10”, or thermometer graph from 
red to blue, where one end of the scale would be acceptable, and the other end would be forbidden. 
The intermediate categories between acceptable and forbidden would involve tradeoffs and conditions, 
for example, as you get closer to ‘forbidden’, the STR owner would need to compensate the neighboring 
properties on a flat fee basis or per tenant occupancy, whereas, for example, as you approach 
‘acceptable’ the STR Owner would be allowed more lenient restriction on guests or noise.  The 
categories would need to address and be based on how the STR would fit into the community, for 
example, if the location was close to other hotels & motels it would be rated high on the acceptable end 



of the scale, whereas if the area to be located is out in the pine trees under the stars next to a ranch 
house, it might be prohibited.  The intermediate locational categories would need to address criteria 
such as neighbor’s input/objection, security, privacy, parking, line of sight, noise, light, etc.; anything 
above, for example, the midpoint of the scale would require some degree of compensation from the STR 
Owner to the adjoining properties. 

Conclude:             
The sole reason for building my home where I did [zoned single family residence] was for the assurance 
of having permanent neighbors who I would get to know, but having transient strangers [here today 
gone tomorrow, at all times] next door often seems to be another one of those adverse ‘lessons to be 
learned’ about property ownership; perhaps requiring compensation from STR Owners to adjacent 
property Owners will help pare the adverse impacts of future STRs. 

Thank you, 

Dean Hanselman               
38095 Via Estado           
Temecula, CA 92592 
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   3-29-2022  

 COMMENTS REGARDING THE DRAFT REVISED ORDINANCE 927 (3-22)

I live in an unincorporated area of Riverside County, governed by an HOA in a community called 

GlenOak Hills. It generally borders De Portola Rd. from GlenOaks Rd. to Camino Del Vino. The 

area has many Short-Term Rentals and is in a high fire danger area.

Many of the Short Term Rental visitors are not familiar with the County’s ban on fireworks. We 

have had many occasions where fireworks have been set off by these visitors. One instance 

actually resulted in a brush fire in a nearby field next to the Danza Del Sol Winery.

Illegal fireworks are a real and present danger to our community and many others in Riverside 

County. It would be helpful for the County to include information in the “Good Neighbor 

Brochure” that emphasizes the fire danger to many communities as well as the prohibition of 

fireworks in the County.

Susan Clay

39076 Chaparral Dr.

Temecula CA 92592











